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Abstract—In our research, we investigate design processes of
future software systems. Our vision is that software services are
provided in a world-wide distributed market and are composed
automatically in order to fulfil individual user requests on-the-
fly. This On-The-Fly Computing (OTF) software provision can
be defined and then applied in different domains taking into
account constraints of those domains. In practice, such con-
straints are interrelated and distributed among business models,
software applications, and technical infrastructures. Thus, an
efficient, holistic, and consistent realization of the OTF paradigm
in different domains demands a well-defined architecture that
reveals the main building blocks of OTF. In this paper, we
discuss the suitability of existing architecture frameworks and
derive the requirements for an architecture framework to realize
OTF in different domains. The architecture framework considers
dependencies among design constraints in final software. This
knowledge helps architects to systematically apply the principles
of OTF computing in their own domains in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

In our future vision of software systems1, distributed world-
wide markets provide software services to individual user re-
quests automatically and on-the-fly. We call such an enhanced
provision of software services On-The-Fly (OTF) computing.
The OTF paradigm is to be enabled by automatic discovery
and composition of single services that are available in global
markets. To achieve the desired service delivery, several stake-
holders contribute to OTF computing such that each plays a
certain role, e.g., service provider, service composer, quality
checker, etc. However, each of these stakeholders may have
different configurations and realization in different domains.
Therefore, OTF systems can be differently customized in
certain domains taking into account the constraints of each
domain. In practice, such domain constraints are interrelated
and distributed among business models, software applications,
and technical infrastructures. For instance, service providers
may need to be known and certified in in-house domains, while
in public domains, they may be allowed to provide services
anonymously.

These customizations give rise to realization of a wide range
of complex and diverse application of OTF computing in
different domains. Examples of software markets in different
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domains are mobile App stores like Google Play2, markets of
Internet-of-Things services like IFTTT3, and market of web
services like Mashape4. Although these markets provide differ-
ent types software services, the application of OTF computing
can highly improve service provision in these markets, e.g.,
by adding automatic and on-the-fly service composition [1].
Thus, an efficient, holistic, and consistent application of OTF
computing requires a well-defined generalization at the ar-
chitecture level. Existing architectural frameworks distinguish
between different types of architectures like business, soft-
ware application, and infrastructure architectures. However,
in practice the architectural constraints highly influence each
other. For example, the constraints related to infrastructure
and execution resources may be customized based on the
business model of the market. Furthermore, when a change
in requirements happens, the rationales behind architectural
and domain constraints become hard to detect for develop-
ment teams, because the cross-relations between architectural
constraints is not foreseen in the architecture.

In this paper, we discuss the suitability of existing architec-
ture frameworks for realization of OTF computing in practice.
Furthermore, we derive the requirements for an architecture
framework to realize OTF concepts in different domains. In
the following, related work is considered in Section II. Section
III introduces the challenges, which we need to deal with in
defining an architecture framework for OTF systems. In Sec-
tion IV, we derive our first ideas for an appropriate architecture
framework for a solid realization of OTF computing.

II. RELATED WORK

Although there is a large body of work to define the
architecture of complex and heterogeneous systems like OTF
systems, none of them considers both the interrelation between
business and IT aspect and the main building blocks of OTF
computing.

Architecture frameworks encompass the family of archi-
tectures that a software system can have. They describe the
business-, software-, and infrastructure architectural elements
and their relationships. Examples of architecture frameworks
are Zachman [2], TOGAF [3], and IAF [4].
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Reference architectures, in comparison with architecture
framework, describe a concrete architecture that a system with
concrete requirements in a specific application domain can be
derived from. AUTOSAR for automotive applications [5] and
SeAAS as a reference architecture for security services are
examples of reference architectures [6].

Architecture description languages, e.g., Interface Definition
Language (IDL), Web Service Description Language (WSDL),
and UML-based languages are used to describe architecture
frameworks or reference architectures.

III. CHALLENGES OF DEFINING AN ARCHITECTURE
FRAMEWORK FOR OTF COMPUTING

Our study of the problem identifies three main challenges
corresponding to the definition of an architecture framework
for realization of OTF computing:

1) Main architectural building blocks and their relationships
that are needed to enable the core part of OTF computing,
i.e., automatic discovery and composition of software
services.

2) The tight relations between different types of architec-
tures needs to be defined properly. This consideration
need to include the whole life cycle of markets, including
design, development, and evolution. Specially, the archi-
tecture framework needs to constantly deliver business
values.

3) Cross-cutting concerns, distributed across architectures,
need to be supported by the architecture framework.

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we propose the main structure of an appro-
priate architectural solution for the realization of OTF comput-
ing. As mentioned in Section I, several role players support
OTF service provision, e.g., service providers, brokers, and
OTF compute centers. OTF Architecture Framework consists
of several components as following: it includes three archi-
tectures: business, application, and infrastructure architectures.
OTF Business Architecture consists of business models of OTF
markets. OTF Application Architecture includes applications
and software systems. The application architecture includes the
core part of sophisticated software enabling OTF computing,
i.e., matcher, composition engine, configurator, etc. Moreover,
OTF Infrastructure Architecture holds infrastructure, e.g., net-
working resources and hardware.

Another component of OTF Architecture Framework man-
ages Cross-Cutting Concerns of OTF systems using aspect-
oriented programming [7]. Cross-Cutting Concerns are aspects
distributed across several architectures. A typical example of
Cross-Cutting Concerns is security, which can be security
requirements in business model, software applications, or at
infrastructure of a market.

Moreover, the OTF Architecture Framework includes Ar-
chitecture Dependency Management, which is responsible
for handling dependencies between the sub-architectures. To
perform this task, it keeps all mandatory and also variable

features of the architecture framework [8]. Architecture De-
pendency Management improves the awareness regarding the
dependencies between business, software, and infrastructure
architectures. This decreases the chance that the rationales
and knowledge behind the architectural constraints become
vaporized during system evolution. In addition, the depen-
dency management improves the architect’s decision-making
in large spaces of highly dependent design decisions. Using
this knowledge, the architects identify the trade-off between
quality attributes of the final design in an efficient way.

Finally, OTF Architecture Governance provides analytic
methods to check the compliance of a system, which applies
OTF computing, with the guidelines and principles defined in
the architecture framework. The compliance checking proves
whether the core OTF building blocks and their interrelations
are correctly realized in the system. Furthermore, the structure
of system needs to conform to business strategies. This, for
instance, includes whether services are accessible outside of
an organization or whether the intellectual property of service
providers need to be protected by an OTF system. Afterwards,
the degree of maturity for a market is calculated using a quality
model based on the results of the compliance-checking. In
addition, possible improvements to the market structure are
provided based on this analysis.

V. SUMMARY

In this position paper, we introduce the necessity of defining
an architecture framework for the application of On-The-
Fly (OTF) computing in different domains. The identification
of architecture framework helps to realize the enhancements
like automatic service discovery and composition in practice.
The architecture framework includes three architectures, i.e.,
business, application, and infrastructure architectures. This
considers the tight and continuous interrelations between ar-
chitectural design decisions and the management of cross-
cutting concerns among these architectures. In the future, main
quality attributes and differentiators of different domains and
domain-specific challenges of applying the principles of OTF
architecture framework can be further identified.
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